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Abstract We investigate regional sources contributing to CO during the Korea United States Air Quality
(KORUS‐AQ) campaign conducted over Korea (1 May to 10 June 2016) using 17 tagged CO simulations from
the Community Atmosphere Model with chemistry (CAM‐chem). The simulations use three spatial
resolutions, three anthropogenic emission inventories, two meteorological ﬁelds, and nine emission
scenarios. These simulations are evaluated against measurements from the DC‐8 aircraft andMeasurements
Of Pollution In The Troposphere (MOPITT). Results show that simulations using bottom‐up emissions are
consistently lower (bias: −34 to −39%) and poorer performing (Taylor skill: 0.38–0.61) than simulations
using alternative anthropogenic emissions (bias: −6 to −33%; Taylor skill: 0.48–0.86), particularly for
enhanced Asian CO and volatile organic compound (VOC) emission scenarios, suggesting underestimation
in modeled CO background and emissions in the region. The ranges of source contributions to modeled CO
along DC‐8 aircraft from Korea and southern (90°E to 123°E, 20°N to 29°N), middle (90°E to 123°E, 29°N
to 38.5°N), and northern (90°E to 131.5°E, 38.5°N to 45°N) East Asia (EA) are 6–13%, ~5%, 16–28%, and
9–18%, respectively. CO emissions from middle and northern EA can reach Korea via transport within the
boundary layer, whereas those from southern EA are transported to Korea mainly through the free
troposphere. Emission contributions frommiddle EA dominate during continental outﬂow events (29–51%),
while Korean emissions play an overall more important role for ground sites (up to 25–49%) and plumes
within the boundary layer (up to 25–44%) in Korea. Finally, comparisons with four other source contribution
approaches (FLEXPART 9.1 back trajectory calculations driven by Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) WRF inert tracer, China signature VOCs, and CO to CO2 enhancement ratios) show general
consistency with CAM‐chem.
1. Introduction
Air pollutants and emissions have signiﬁcant impacts on environment, climate, ecosystem, agriculture, pub-
lic health, and safety (Charlson et al, 1992; Doney et al., 2007; Feely et al., 2004; Gao et al., 2017; Maher et al.,
2016; Ohara et al., 2007; Shindell et al., 2011). This is especially the case in East Asia, where human activities
are most intense, accompanied by immense energy consumption (Kennedy et al., 2015). Previous studies
have shown that anthropogenic combustion and emissions in East Asia have impacts at both local and hemi-
spheric scales, including long‐range transport to North America (Heald et al., 2006; Jacob et al., 1999; Jaffe
et al., 1999; Jiang et al., 2016). This highlights an urgent need to better understand emissions and air quality
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in East Asia. Field campaigns provide valuable measurements. For example, the NASA Paciﬁc Exploratory
Mission in the Western Paciﬁc Ocean Phase B in 1994 studied chemical processes and long‐range transport
of trace species in Asian outﬂow over the Northwest Paciﬁc Ocean (Hoell et al., 1997). The NASA Transport
and Chemical Evolution over the Paciﬁc was conducted over the Northwest Paciﬁc in 2001 to investigate
Asian chemical outﬂow and its sources and chemical evolution (Jacob et al., 2003). The Asian Paciﬁc
Regional Aerosol Characterization Experiments in 2001 aimed to understand the properties and controlling
factors of aerosols in the atmosphere of East Asia and the Northwest Paciﬁc (Huebert et al., 2003).
Recently, the Korea United States Air Quality (KORUS‐AQ) ﬁeld measurement campaign was performed
based on an international collaboration between United States and South Korea, led by the National
Institute of Environmental Research of Korea and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) of the United States. The campaign was conducted over South Korea and its surrounding waters
in May–June 2016. During the campaign, observations from aircraft, ships, ground sites, and satellites were
integrated with models to help understand air quality and factors controlling air quality in the region. The
campaign had three main research foci: (1) the opportunities and challenges for satellite observations of
air quality, (2) the key factors governing ozone photochemistry and aerosol evolution, and (3) model perfor-
mance and needed improvements to better represent atmospheric composition over Korea and its connec-
tion to the larger global atmosphere (Al‐Saadi et al., 2014). To better investigate these research topics,
especially (2) and (3), it is critical to understand and quantify the inﬂuence of different pollution sources
on the air quality in in the region.
Tagging in chemical transport models (CTM) is a powerful tool to investigate source contributions to air pol-
lutants' concentrations levels (Emmons et al., 2012; Granier et al., 1999). The tagging method is particularly
appropriate in chemistry by explicitly accounting for nonlinearity in the sensitivity to change in emissions
(Clappier et al., 2017). CO is a common pollutant in the atmosphere, being directly emitted from incomplete
combustion sources, such as vehicles, industry, and biomass burning, as well as chemically produced from
oxidation of methane and other hydrocarbons. CO is also a good tracer of pollution transport, with only
one photochemical sink and an intermediate lifetime (approximately a month; Duncan & Bey, 2004;
Gamnitzer et al., 2006; Li et al., 2002). Such characteristics make tagging CO feasible and tagged CO rela-
tively reliable as a tracer of pollution plumes from regional to hemispheric scales. Tagged COhas beenwidely
used in previous studies for various research purposes such as source attribution (Buchholz et al., 2016; Chen
et al., 2009; Fisher et al., 2017; Granier et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2003; Park et al., 2009; Pﬁster et al., 2011, 2004;
Protonotariou et al., 2013; Staudt et al., 2001) and inverse modeling (Arellano et al., 2004, 2006; Heald et al.,
2004; Pétron et al., 2004). Our goal in this study is to elucidate the regional sources contributing to observed
CO concentrations within the troposphere over Korea during the KORUS‐AQ campaign using the tagged CO
algorithm that is implemented in the Community Atmosphere Model with chemistry (CAM‐chem).
Despite its wide use in the community, the reliability of source contribution analysis through tagged tracers
in CTMs needs further evaluation. Sources apportioned by tagged CO are sensitive to many parameters such
as emissions, transport, chemistry, and resolution in the CTM. These factors are important sources of model
errors (Gaubert et al., 2016; Müller et al., 2018; Naik et al., 2013; Strode et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016), which
could lead to CO underestimation commonly seen in most global CTMs but have not been fully understood
yet (Fisher et al., 2017; Shindell et al., 2006; Stein et al., 2014; Tilmes et al., 2015). To provide insights on the
sensitivity of our ﬁndings on source contributions to the aforementioned factors, we conduct an ensemble of
model simulations with different model conﬁgurations and report the range of estimates of the source con-
tributions from these simulations. In addition, we compare these results with four other source contribution
approaches to examine the rigor of our ﬁndings using CAM‐chem. KORUS‐AQ is a desirable testbed to eval-
uate and validate the source contribution analysis from tagged CO tracers in CAM‐chem, as there are exten-
sive observations and additional modeling tools used for source contribution analysis in this campaign. Here
we compare the ensemble of tagged source contribution results with other analyses from (1) the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) inert NO2 tracers (Grell et al., 2005; Pﬁster et al., 2017), (2) the FLEXible
PARTicle dispersion model (FLEXPART) back trajectory calculations driven by WRF (Stohl et al., 2005;
Brioude et al., 2013), (3) volatile organic compounds (VOCs) signatures suggested by the Whole Air
Sampling (WAS) group from the University of California, Irvine, and (4) observed CO to CO2
enhancement ratios.
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This paper is organized as follows. We introduce models and observations in Section 2. In section 3, we eval-
uate the performance of CAM‐chem simulations of CO during KORUS‐AQ. In section 4, we provide the
source contribution analysis using a set of CAM‐chem simulations with tagged CO for the KORUS‐AQ ﬁeld
campaign. In section 5, results of the source contribution analysis by tagged tracers in CAM‐chem are com-
pared with four other approaches. Section 6 concludes the study.
2. Observations and Model Descriptions
2.1. Observations During KORUS‐AQ
The KORUS‐AQ campaign (1 May to 10 June 2016) provides comprehensive observations from aircraft,
ships, and ground sites. Three aircraft (NASA DC‐8, NASA B200 King Air, and Hanseo King Air) were
involved in the campaign. The NASA Langley B200 King Air was outﬁtted with only remote sensing instru-
ments, so there were no onboard CO measurements for analysis, while Hanseo King Air ﬂight tracks were
usually at a relatively small scale. However, the NASA DC‐8 aircraft ﬂights covered Korea and its surround-
ing waters during KORUS‐AQ, sampling the lower and middle troposphere (see Figure 1 and Figure S1 in
the supporting information). Thus, we use the measurements from the NASA DC‐8 aircraft in this study.
We also use the CO measurements from three ground sites involved in the KORUS‐AQ campaign and the
Measurements Of Pollution In The Troposphere (MOPITT) satellite retrievals. Depending on our analysis,
model results are shown at all or part from the six sites presented in Figure 1. The date and time in this paper
are based on Korean local time.
2.1.1. Observations of CO
Onboard the DC‐8 aircraft, CO concentrations were measured by the DACOM/DLH team (Differential
Absorption CO Measurement and Diode Laser Hygrometer from Langley Research Center). The
DACOM/DLH team used the in situ diode laser spectrometer system (which measured absorption lines of
several species including CO with three tunable diode lasers) to take COmeasurements with a time response
of 1 s, precision of 0.1 ppbv (or <1%), and accuracy of 2% (https://airbornescience.nasa.gov/instrument/
DACOM; Warner et al., 2010). In addition, we use in situ CO measurements available from three KORUS‐
AQ ground sites, including Taehwa (127.311°E, 37.312°N), Fukue (128.682°E, 32.752°N), and Olympic
Park (127.124°E, 37.522°N). Taehwa is managed by the National Institute of Environmental Research and
uses the Thermo 48i instrument for CO measurements. Fukue is managed by the Japan Agency for
Marine‐Earth Science and Technology and uses the Thermo 48C instrument (Kanaya et al., 2016). Olympic
Park is managed by Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science and employs a KENTEK CO analyzer.
To provide a broader spatial context for this study, we also utilize the MOPITT version 7, multispectral ther-
mal‐infrared/near‐infrared (TIR/NIR), Level 3 retrievals of daytime CO total column density (Deeter, 2017).
Onboard the NASATerra satellite, these retrievals have a spatial resolution at nadir of about 22 kmwith satel-
lite overpass time around 10:30 a.m. The retrieval qualities can be surface dependent with the effects of geo-
physical noise generally stronger over land than over the ocean, especially over mountainous regions (Deeter
et al., 2015). In MOPITT version 7, meteorological ﬁelds from the Modern‐Era Retrospective analysis for
Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA‐2) and Moderate‐Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
Collection 6 cloud mask product (instead of Collection 5) are used for retrieving CO. MOPITT version 7 pro-
ducts show generally smaller retrieval biases and reduced bias variability compared to previous versions
(Deeter, 2017). Themultispectral TIR/NIR products have larger degrees of freedom for signal and higher sen-
sitivity to CO, especially over land and near the surface, compared to the TIR‐only products (Worden et al.,
2010). The Level 3 products are produced by averaging on a 1° latitude/longitude grid and are less affected
by random retrieval errors compared to level 2 products (Deeter et al., 2017).
2.1.2. Observations of CO2 and VOCs
In addition to CO measurements, we also use measurements of CO2 collected aboard the DC‐8 aircraft for
another source analysis approach. The Atmospheric Vertical Observations of CO2 in the Earth's
Troposphere from Langley Research Center team measured CO2 with high precision using a modiﬁed LI‐
COR model 6252 nondispersive infrared spectrometer (NDIR). The Atmospheric Vertical Observations of
CO2 in the Earth's Troposphere from Langley Research Center team provided CO2 concentrations by sen-
sing the difference in light absorption between the continuously ﬂowing sample and reference gases
(https://airbornescience.nasa.gov/instrument/AVOCET; Vay et al., 2011). The ratio of emitted CO and
CO2 is a measure of combustion efﬁciency, since incomplete combustion produces CO. The CO to CO2
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enhancement ratios (as proxy of emission ratios) have proven to be a useful indicator of anthropogenic
combustion efﬁciency (e.g., Bakwin et al., 1994; Silva et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2018; Turnbull et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2010), despite that the ratios are impacted by various factors including air mass aging and
reaction with hydroxyl radical (OH). Besides, we also assume that the potential ocean sink of CO2
between China and Korea does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the source contribution analysis, because of the
short transport time of Chinese pollution to the KORUS‐AQ domain. We conduct the reduced major axis
regression (Smith, 2009) using the DC‐8 aircraft CO and CO2 measurements (every 1 s) to compute the
regression slope (dCO/dCO2) for every minute of each ﬂight data series. The regression slopes (dCO/
dCO2) correspond to the enhancement ratios (Parrish et al., 2002).
VOCs measurements and analysis made by the UC‐Irvine WAS group are also used to corroborate our ﬁnd-
ings derived from the tagged CO simulations. The WAS group (https://espo.nasa.gov/korus‐aq/content/
WAS_%E2%80%93_UCI) collected whole air samples during the DC‐8 aircraft ﬂights and analyzed them
at the UC Irvine laboratory using Gas Chromatography for about 90 species of VOCs. The WAS group, as
well as previous studies, suggests four China signature VOCs, including CCl4, CFC‐113, CFC‐114, and car-
bonyl sulﬁde (OCS; Barletta et al., 2009; Blake et al., 1996, 2003, 2004; Palmer et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2006;
Xue et al., 2011). Based on the VOC measurements and analyses, the WAS group also ﬁnd that H‐1211
(CF2ClBr), which was previously used as an indicator of Chinese air masses (Blake et al., 2001, 2003), can
no longer be used as an indicator during the KORUS‐AQ period. We test the consistency between our source
contribution results and their conclusions (see section 5.2).
2.2. Global Model With Tagged CO
2.2.1. Model Description
The Community Earth SystemModel (CESM) is a global earth systemmodel including the atmosphere, land,
ocean, and ice components (Hurrell et al., 2013). CAM‐chem is the atmosphere component (ATM) of CESM
with chemistry, coupled with the land model (Lamarque et al., 2012). In this study, we use a development
version of CESM (cesm2_0_alpha07c). CESM can be conﬁgured with various component sets (http://
www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm2.0/cesm/compsets.html). Our simulations use the component set of
Figure 1. Tagged regions in Community Atmosphere Model with chemistry, domain of FLEXPART 9.1 back trajectory
calculations driven by WRF, and DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight tracks and locations of ground sites during the Korea United
States Air Quality (KORUS‐AQ) campaign (1 May to 10 June 2016). (a) Blue rectangles denote 14 tagged source regions in
CAM‐chem: Korea, Russia, India, Indonesia, Japan, East Asia‐North1 (EA‐N1), East Asia‐North2 (EA‐N2), East Asia‐
North3 (EA‐N3), East Asia‐Middle1 (EA‐M1), East Asia‐Middle2 (EA‐M2), East Asia‐Middle3 (EA‐M3), East Asia‐South1
(EA‐S1), East Asia‐South2 (EA‐S2), and East Asia‐South3 (EA‐S3). We assign areas outside these 14 tagged regions as
the rest of the world. Yellow‐shaded area represents FLEXPART 9.1 back trajectory calculations driven by WRF domain
used in this study. (b) DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight tracks during KORUS‐AQ are shown as dotted lines. The DC‐8 aircraft mea-
surements are classiﬁed into ﬁve groups (Seoul, Taehwa, West Sea, Seoul‐Jeju jetway, Seoul‐Busan jetway) shown as
purple‐, blue‐, green‐, yellow‐, and red‐shaded areas, respectively. Colored stars represent six ground sites involved in the
KORUS‐AQ campaign. Also shown in (c) is the zoomed‐in version of the green box in panel (b). Gray line denotes political
boundary of Seoul.
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FCSD, which includes CAM6 physics with chemistry, and the meteorology is relaxed to speciﬁed dynamics.
Tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry are included, with a volatility basis set secondary organic aerosol
scheme and modal aerosols. In our CAM‐chem simulations, we use a signiﬁcantly updated tropospheric
chemistry mechanism: Model for OZone and Related chemical Tracers, version T1 (MOZART‐T1).
MOZART‐T1 includes an expansion of the isoprene oxidation scheme, splits lumped aromatics, and terpenes
to individual species and has a more detailed representation of organic nitrates (https://www2.acom.ucar.
edu/gcm/mozart). The model meteorology (including winds, surface pressure, and temperature) is nudged
toward prescribed meteorological ﬁelds on their native levels, which is the lower 56 of 72 levels ranging from
the surface to ~2 hPa (Bogenschutz et al., 2012, 2018; Liu et al., 2016; Morrison & Gettelman, 2008). In terms
of the land component (LND), our conﬁguration uses the Community Land Model Version 5.0. In addition,
FCSD also uses the prescribed ocean mode (DOCN%DOM) as well as prescribed sea ice (CICE).
We use three model resolutions, including 0.9° × 1.25° (1‐degree; f09_f09), 1.9° × 2.5° (2‐degree; f19_f19),
and 0.47° × 0.63° (half‐degree; f05_g16). For the 1‐degree and 2‐degree conﬁgurations, ATM, LND, OCN,
and sea ice model (CICE) use the ﬁnite volume grid with the same resolutions of 0.9° × 1.25° and
1.9° × 2.5°, respectively. For the half‐degree conﬁguration, ATM and LND use ﬁnite volume grid and both
have resolutions of 0.47° × 0.63°, while OCN and ICE use the displaced Greenland pole grid of approxi-
mately 1° resolution (gx1v6 mask). The displaced Greenland Pole grid is a latitude/longitude grid with the
North Pole displaced over Greenland to avoid singularity problems in the OCN and CICE models.
2.2.2. Emissions
We employ three anthropogenic emission inventories with monthly time resolution, including the
Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution (HTAP) version 2 inventory (Janssens‐Maenhout et al., 2015), the
Community Emissions Data System for Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6; Hoesly
et al., 2017), and the Comprehensive Regional Emissions Inventory for Atmospheric Transport
Experiment (CREATE) embedded in HTAPv2. HTAPv2 provides monthly and annual emissions for CO,
SO2, NOX, nonmethane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs), NH3, PM10, PM2.5, black carbon, and
organic carbon for the years 2008 and 2010 at a resolution of 0.1° × 0.1°, by compiling regional inventories
(e.g., theMIX inventory for Asian anthropogenic emissions; Li et al., 2017). The uncertainties in HTAPv2 CO
emissions are 35–70% for the energy and industry sectors and 70–150% for the residential and transportation
sectors (Janssens‐Maenhout et al., 2015). CMIP6, developed with Community Emissions Data System, pro-
vides anthropogenic emissions of CO, CH4, NH3, NOX, SO2, NMVOCs, and carbonaceous aerosols (black
carbon and organic carbon) from 1750 to 2014 at a resolution of 0.5° × 0.5°. The CMIP6 inventory incorpo-
rates regional and country‐speciﬁc inventories and existing energy consumption data sets. Despite the
advantageous features in the CMIP6 emission inventory such as usage of updated emission factors and wide
span of time, it has some limitations, including disaggregation of key noncombustion sectors and static
gridding proxies for residential (and related) emissions. The uncertainties of CMIP6 have not been as well
quantiﬁed as HTAP (Hoesly et al., 2017). Due to the unavailability of data for year 2016, the HTAP 2010
and CMIP6 2014 emissions are used in this study, with the awareness that using the 2010 or 2014 inventory
may not match actual 2016 emissions. CREATE version 1 is a regional inventory developed speciﬁcally for
the KORUS‐AQ campaign (covering China and Korea). We embed CREATE in HTAP because CAM‐chem
requires a global emission inventory as input.
For biomass burning emissions, we use the Fire INventory from NCAR version 1.5 (FINNv1.5; Wiedinmyer
et al., 2011). The FINN inventory is gridded to the CAM‐chem resolutions to generate global daily biomass
burning emissions for input to CAM‐chem. Major uncertainties of FINN come from missed ﬁres (including
small ﬁres) and overestimation of the size of detected small ﬁres. However, the two factors tend to cancel
each other (Wiedinmyer et al., 2011). Tang and Arellano (2017) suggested that treatment of emission factors
in FINN (as well as other biomass burning emission inventories) introduces uncertainties into the emission
estimates. Monks et al. (2015) showed that CO emissions in FINN are overestimated over Siberia and
Myanmar. We ﬁnd that biomass burning emissions of CO are much lower than anthropogenic CO emissions
over Korea and China but are high in Russia and Indonesia during KORUS‐AQ (Figure S2d).
We combine the three anthropogenic emission inventories with the biomass burning emission inventory
(hereinafter HTAP+FINN, CREATE+FINN, and CMIP6 + FINN, Figure S2) as input into CAM‐chem.
Spatial correlations between the combined inventories are 0.80 (HTAP+FINN and CREATE+FINN) and
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0.96 (HTAP+FINN and CMIP6 + FINN) over Korea and 0.80 (HTAP+FINN and CREATE+FINN) and 0.68
(HTAP+FINN and CMIP6 + FINN) over East Asia, respectively. Overall, the spatial distributions of total CO
emissions from these combined inventories are consistent in the region (Figure S2). The total CO emissions
during the KORUS‐AQ period (1 May to 10 June) derived from the CREATE+FINN, CMIP6 + FINN, and
HTAP +FINN are 3.08 × 1013, 3.38 × 1013, and 3.42 × 1013 g, respectively, over East Asia (75–145°E,
15–55°N), while they are 1.89 × 1011, 2.72 × 1011, and 3.66 × 1011 g over Korea and its surrounding waters
(123–133°E, 30–39°N), respectively.
2.2.3. Meteorological Fields
Our simulations use the meteorological ﬁelds generated by the NASA Goddard Global Modeling and
Assimilation Ofﬁce using the operational forecast model Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS)
Model, namely, the GEOS Forward Processing (GEOS‐FP) near real time forecast (Molod et al., 2015) and
MERRA‐2 (Gelaro et al., 2017). MERRA‐2 assimilates more observations and includes updates to the
GEOS model and analysis scheme (Rienecker et al., 2011). In this study, we prescribed wind ﬁelds, surface
pressure, and temperature from either GEOS‐FP or MERRA‐2. The original spatial resolutions of GEOS‐FP
and MERRA‐2 used by CAM‐chem are 0.3125° × 0.25° and 0.625° × 0.5°, respectively. They are both
regridded to the CAM‐chemmodel resolutions before simulations. Currently, CAM‐chem does not run with
a nested grid; however, a regional reﬁnement version of CAM‐chem is under development based on the
CAM model with a spectral element dynamical core (Dennis et al., 2012). Because CO transport is mainly
affected by winds (Heald et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2004), we compare CAM‐chem wind ﬁelds over East
Asia when the dynamic is nudge to GEOS‐FP or MERRA‐2. The differences in the wind patterns averaged
over the KORUS‐AQ period between the two data sets at 850, 500, and 200 hPa are small and negligible
to some extent (Figure S3). We also compare time series of wind speeds at the surface layer from the two data
sets over two large Korean cities (Seoul and Busan; Figure S3). In addition, we compare spatial distributions
of temperature at the surface layer and surface pressure over East Asia (Figure S4). The surface layer tem-
perature and surface pressure from MERRA‐2 are generally consistent with those from GEOS‐FP, except
in the western and northeastern China, where MERRA‐2 tends to have higher temperature and pressure
than GEOS‐FP (e.g., differences of temperature at the surface layer are typically less than 12%, while differ-
ences of surface pressure are typically less than 1%). GEOS‐FP and MERRA‐2 are the two external meteor-
ological ﬁelds currently available to CAM‐chem (Lamarque et al., 2012). We recognize that the differences
between the two are small, hence may not fully represent uncertainties in the model transport. This is
one of the limitations of our study. However, we note that even though the differences between GEOS‐FP
and MERRA‐2 wind, temperature, and pressure ﬁelds are small at synoptic scale to mesoscale, they can still
be different at mesoscale to local scale, for example, over Seoul and Busan (Figures S3g and S3h).
Meteorological ﬁelds assimilated by NCAR Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART) are currently avail-
able (Gaubert et al., 2016, 2017). In our further study with CAM‐chem, we will also use meteorological ﬁelds
from DART.
2.2.4. Tagging Approach
We tag CO emitted from different source regions as well as CO produced from chemical processes. Each of
these tracers is treated in the model in the same way as the prognostic CO. In particular, the time evolution
of the abundance of a speciﬁc tracer is calculated in the model from the same continuity equation that
includes dynamic (e.g., advection and convection) and physicochemical processes (e.g., dry deposition and
CO + OH reaction) but only taking into account speciﬁc emissions from a particular region or sector or che-
mical production. The change in the tracer abundance however does not affect the interactive chemistry in
the model (Emmons et al., 2010; Gaubert et al., 2016). We note that the OH ﬁelds are calculated online and
are not prescribed from previous simulations. Here we tagged CO tracers from 14 source regions shown in
Figure 1, which includes Korea, Russia, India, Indonesia, Japan, East Asia‐North1 (EA‐N1), East Asia‐
North2 (EA‐N2), East Asia‐North3 (EA‐N3), East Asia‐Middle1 (EA‐M1), East Asia‐Middle2 (EA‐M2),
East Asia‐Middle3 (EA‐M3), East Asia‐South1 (EA‐S1), East Asia‐South2 (EA‐S2), and East Asia‐South3
(EA‐S3). We assign areas outside these 14 tagged regions as the rest of the world. In addition to these source
regions, we also tagged three megacities (Beijing, Shanghai, and Seoul) for the purpose of matching and
comparing with the WRF tracers (see section 2.3). For each source region or megacity, biomass burning
and anthropogenic emissions of CO are tagged separately. We note that biomass burning emissions are sig-
niﬁcantly lower than anthropogenic emissions for the tagged regions during the campaign, so biomass
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burning and anthropogenic emissions of CO are analyzed together even though they are tagged separately.
Besides direct anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions, we also have tags for global biogenic CO, CO
from the ocean, CO from CH4 oxidation using a yield of 0.75 for CH4 molecule loss by reaction with OH
(Gaubert et al., 2016), and CO from other chemical production besides CH4. We spin‐up the model for
1 year before simulations for the KORUS‐AQ period. To compare model results with observations, we
linearly interpolate the simulated CO concentrations along the location and time of each observational
data. The sensitivity of simulation results to model resolution (see section 3) provides insights on how
model resolutions contribute to the representation errors introduced by interpolation.
2.2.5. Model Experiments
To explore the uncertainty of CAM‐chemCO simulations, we conducted 17 sets of CAM‐chem full chemistry
with tagged CO tracer simulations. In particular, eight sensitivity test simulations were carried out with
varying spatial resolutions, prescribed meteorological ﬁelds, or emission inventories. In addition, we con-
ducted nine sensitivity test simulations based on nine emissions scenarios. That is, we increased (e.g.,
doubled) magnitude of CO emissions for a particular sector or region consistent with reported uncertainties
of the bottom‐up emission inventories and top‐down estimates to further elucidate the inﬂuence of emis-
sions tomodel underestimation of CO in the region. Table 1 shows the deﬁnitions and details of the 17model
experiments for this study.
2.3. Regional Models
2.3.1. WRF
Forecasts of inert tracers were provided by NCAR during KORUS‐AQ using WRFv3.3.1 with inert tracers
similar to the approach employed in Pﬁster et al. (2017). The outer WRF domain (115.3–138.7°E,
27.7–46.2°N) covers East Asia with a resolution of 15 km × 15 km, and the inner domain (122.4–133.1°E,
31.6–40.6°N) covers Korea with a resolution of 3 km × 3 km. Meteorological ﬁelds from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction Global Forecast System at a resolution of 0.5° were used as the
Table 1
Model Conﬁgurations for the 17 CAM‐chem Simulations
Simulation name Resolution Meteorology Emissions
C2TK1_G_HF f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb)
C2TK1_G_CF f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP CREATE (anthro)+FINN (bb)
C2TK1_G_CMIP6 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP CMIP6 (anthro)+FINN (bb)
C2TK1_M_HF f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) MERRA‐2 HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb)
C2TK1_M_CF f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) MERRA‐2 CREATE (anthro)+FINN (bb)
C2TK1_M_CMIP6 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) MERRA‐2 CMIP6 (anthro)+FINN (bb)
C2TK2_G_HF f19_f19 (1.9′2.5) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro) + FINN (bb)
C2TK05_G_HF f05_g16 (0.47′0.63 and gx1v6 mask) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb)
Global CO × 2 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb), with doubled global anthro CO emissions
EA CO × 2 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb), with doubled EA anthro CO emissions
Korea CO × 2 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb), with doubled Korea anthro CO emissions
EA‐N CO × 2 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro) + FINN (bb), with doubled EA‐N anthro CO emissions
EA‐M CO × 2 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb), with doubled EA‐M anthro CO emissions
EA‐S CO × 2 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb), with doubled EA‐S anthro CO emissions
EA & Korea CO × 2 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb), with doubled EA and Korea anthro
CO emissions
EA & Korea VOC × 2 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb), with doubled EA and Korea anthro
VOC emissions
EA & Korea CO & VOC × 2 f09_f09 (0.9′1.25) GEOS‐FP HTAP (anthro)+FINN (bb), with doubled EA and Korea anthro
CO and VOC emissions
Note. The simulations are named according to their conﬁgurations. Speciﬁcally, the naming follows the format of C2TK< resolution>_ <meteorology>_< emis-
sions inventories>, where “C2TK” represents CESM2 Tags for KORUS‐AQ. <Resolution> takes values of “05”, “1”, “2”, corresponding to 0.47° × 0.63°,
0.9° × 1.25°, and 1.9° × 2.5°. “G” and “M” in <meteorology> correspond to GEOS‐FP and MERRA‐2, respectively. <Emissions inventories> includes “HF”
(HTAP+FINN), “CF” (CREATE+FINN), and “CMIP6” (CMIP6+FINN). The nine additional simulations are based on C2TK1_G_HF, with doubled anthropo-
genic CO and/or VOC emissions over the globe or different regions. CAM‐chem = Community Atmosphere Model with chemistry; GEOS‐FP = Goddard Earth
Observing System Forward Processing; HTAP = Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution inventory; FINN = Fire INventory from NCAR; CREATE =
Comprehensive Regional Emissions Inventory for Atmospheric Transport Experiment; CMIP6 = the Community Emissions Data System for Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 6; MERRA‐2 = Modern‐Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2; EA‐S = East Asia‐South; EA =
East Asia; VOC = volatile organic compound.
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initial and boundary conditions. TheWRF tracers are scaled to NO2 emissions from CREATE and deﬁned to
have a 2‐day lifetime for Korean sources and a 4‐day lifetime for three selected China regions. More details
on model conﬁgurations are described in Pﬁster et al. (2017). In this study, we compare our tagged tracer
results from directly emitted CO simulated by CAM‐chem (section 2.2) with the WRF inert NO2 tracers.
We note that the CAM‐chem CO andWRFNO2 tracers are very different since the CO tracers in CAM‐chem
undergo chemical transformation and exhibit a longer lifetime, whereas the NO2 tracers in WRF are inert
with a prescribed lifetime much shorter than CO. We also note that our tagged regions (“Korea,”
“Beijing,” “Shanghai,” and “EA‐M3”) are not exactly equivalent to the counterparts in WRF due to differ-
ences in deﬁnition and resolution. For these reasons, the comparisons can only be analyzed qualitatively.
2.3.2. FLEXPART
The FLEXible PARTicle dispersion model (FLEXPART) is a Lagrangian transport and particle dispersion
model (Stohl et al., 2005), which can be run either forward or backward in time (Seibert & Frank, 2004).
FLEXPART can also work with limited‐area models such as WRF (Brioude et al., 2013). Here we use
FLEXPART 9.1 back trajectory calculations driven by WRF (FLEXPART‐WRF) meteorology at 3‐km × 3‐
km horizontal resolution similar to the inner domain described in section 2.3.1. For each DC‐8 aircraft obser-
vation (every 1 minute along the ﬂight track), back trajectories are calculated following the air mass for
5 days back in time (Stohl et al., 2002). In order to estimate contributions to the observed CO concentrations,
we fold the surface sensitivity function calculated by FLEXPART (deﬁned as the sensitivity below 100 m
above ground level) with the CO emissions for each region of interest. We assume that CO tracers are inert
in the atmosphere and do not account for photochemical loss or production of CO. The FLEXPART‐WRF
domain is shown in Figure 1a (roughly 115–136°E, 27–43°N). Two of the CAM‐chem tags (Korea and EA‐
M3) are covered entirely by the FLEXPART‐WRF domain.
3. Evaluation and Sensitivity Study of CAM‐Chem CO Simulations
We ﬁrst evaluate our CAM‐chem simulations of CO by comparing with the DC‐8 aircraft measurements sup-
plemented with MOPITT retrievals during KORUS‐AQ. A summary of this evaluation is shown in Figures 2,
Figure 2. Taylor diagram of CO concentrations during the KORUS‐AQ campaign from 17 CAM‐chem CO simulations
(colored symbols) and airborne CO observations by the DC‐8 aircraft (black circle). Circles denote six simulations using
the same resolution (0.9° × 1.25°) but two different meteorological (GEOS‐FP and MERRA‐2) and three different emis-
sions (HTAP+FINN, CREATE+FINN, and CMIP6 + FINN). Triangles denote simulations using two different resolutions
(0.47° × 0.63° and 1.9° × 2.5°). Squares and diamonds denote nine simulations by doubling anthropogenic CO and/or
VOC emissions over the globe or different regions. See Table 1 for deﬁnitions of different CAM‐chem simulations. Also
shown are Taylor scores (S). KORUS‐AQ = Korea United States Air Quality campaign; CAM‐chem = Community
Atmosphere Model with chemistry; GEOS‐FP = Goddard Earth Observing System Forward Processing; MERRA‐2 =
Modern‐Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2; HTAP = Hemispheric Transport of Air
Pollution inventory; FINN = Fire INventory from NCAR; CREATE = Comprehensive Regional Emissions Inventory for
Atmospheric Transport Experiment; CMIP6 = the Community Emissions Data System for Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 6.
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S5, and S6 and Table S1. We will ﬁrst focus the discussion of our results on simulations using bottom‐up
emission inventories followed by our results on simulations using alternative emissions.
Figures S5a–S5c show the mean vertical proﬁles of the observed CO concentrations and the modeled‐
observed CO concentration differences. Overall, we ﬁnd that the simulations with a 1‐degree resolution
and/or different meteorological ﬁelds using bottom‐up emission inventories all underestimate CO concen-
trations across the proﬁle by up to 50 and 130 ppbv above and below 700 hPa, respectively. The use of differ-
ent meteorological ﬁelds (GEOS‐FP and MERRA‐2) and emission inventories (HTAP+FINN, CREATE
+FINN, and CMIP6+FINN) has relatively small effects (differences <20 ppbv) on modeled mean CO pro-
ﬁles (Figure S5b). This is due to the small differences among the meteorological or emission data sets (see
section 2.2). However, using 1‐degree (0.9° × 1.25°) model resolution, instead of 2‐degree (1.9° × 2.5°),
improves simulation results by up to ~20 ppbv across most of the levels in the mean vertical proﬁle, particu-
larly below 500 hPa. The use of ﬁner resolution (0.47° × 0.63°) only slightly reduces model biases below
950 hPa yet increases the underestimation above 850 hPa relative to the 1‐degree simulation results
(Figure S5c), likely due to the enhanced impact of spatiotemporal errors in emissions by using a ﬁner resolu-
tion and/or the uncertainty in model vertical transport. Previous studies also suggested that higher spatial
resolutions may not improve model simulations (Valari & Menut, 2008; Wild & Prather, 2006; Yu et al.,
2016). However, more accurate and quantitative evaluations of the reasons require further investigation
(see also discussions below). From these results, we ﬁnd that the 1‐degree simulation performs better than
the other two in terms of mean vertical proﬁles. Nevertheless, simulations with the three resolutions all
show large negative biases especially near the surface (~100 ppbv). Lastly, these model simulations with dif-
ferent meteorological ﬁelds, emission inventories, and resolutions show similar bias patterns (Figures S5b
and S5c). In addition to the mean of model biases, proﬁles of standard deviation (std) of observed CO from
DC‐8 aircraft and model biases (dashed lines) are also shown in Figures S5a–S5c. This provides information
on the high variability of CO (andmodel biases) during the KORUS‐AQ campaign. As we can expect, overall,
the large variability in modeled CO surface concentrations can be attributed to local emission and/or bound-
ary layer mixing uncertainties. An increase in variability around 850 hPa is most likely a result of intermit-
tent advection of CO plumes to Korea.
We present in Figures S6a and S6b the probability density functions (pdfs) of the DC‐8 airborne observations
and aforementioned eight model simulations to show the domain scale statistics (i.e., data across spatial and
temporal domain), which is complementary to Figure S5's overall vertical proﬁle statistics (Figures S5a and
S5b). First, the pdf for observed CO exhibits a bimodal distribution peaking at around 100 and 200 ppbv. It
is also skewed to the right with a long tail at high CO values. The pdfs of the modeled CO are also bimodal
but tend to be centered toward the lower values and more importantly exhibit signiﬁcant underestimation
at higher (>200 ppbv) CO values (Figures S6a and S6b), consistent with the negative biases in mean vertical
proﬁles. Among the three simulations with the same emissions (HTAP+FINN) and meteorological ﬁelds
(GEOS‐FP) but different resolutions, the 1‐degree simulation gives a slightly lower normalized mean bias
(NMB, −35%) and root‐mean‐square error (RMSE, 110 ppbv) than the half‐degree simulation (−37% and
112 ppbv) and the 2‐degree simulation (−38% and 114 ppbv). The 1‐degree simulations using HTAP
+FINN emissions show the lowest biases (34–35%) and RMSE (108–110 ppbv) among the eight simulations
(please see Table S1). On average, all these simulations lead to consistent underestimates of CO by 69–79 ppbv
(34–39%), attributedmost likely due to persistent underestimation of CO emissions (Bey et al., 2001;Miyazaki
et al., 2018; Stein et al., 2014; Streets et al., 2006) and will be elaborated further in the following sections.
Indeed, the above analysis revealed that small changes in meteorological inputs (MERRA‐2 and GEOS‐FP)
to CAM‐chem result in slight differences in overall model performance (Figure S5b) This is somewhat
expected since GEOS‐FP and MERRA‐2 produced similar large‐scale meteorological patterns in this region
despite MERRA‐2 being a reanalysis product which ingests more observational constraints than GEOS‐FP
(Gelaro et al., 2017) (see section 2.2.3). As the DC‐8 aircraft CO samples represent more of local to regional
pollution, the changes that we see (albeit small) suggest that large‐scale (hemispheric to continental) trans-
port errors should play a relatively insigniﬁcant role. This is further supported by the model ability in captur-
ing observed plumes and its consistency with results of other source contribution approaches (see section 5).
We note, however, that errors in the model representation of boundary layer mixing, diurnal patterns of con-
vection, land‐sea breeze, as well as ventilation and uplift processes, cannot be ruled out as local scale to
regional scale sources of errors.
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Increasing the model resolution (1.9° × 2.5°, 0.9° × 1.25°, and 0.47° × 0.63°) has relatively small effects on
overall CO simulations (Figure S5c) relative to DC‐8 aircraft CO samples. Speciﬁcally, increasing the resolu-
tion from 1‐degree (1.9° × 2.5°) to 1‐degree (0.9° × 1.25°) slightly reduces the mean biases by 3%, whereas
increasing the resolution from 1‐degree (0.9° × 1.25°) to half‐degree (0.47° × 0.63°) slightly increases the
mean biases by 2% (Table S1). The better performance of 1‐degree is also expected as the domain statistics
represent a large‐scale rather than local feature, washing away the impact of higher resolution. In addition,
the impact of large spatiotemporal errors in emissions is potentially enhanced in higher‐resolution simula-
tions leading to relatively large biases. However, improvements in model performance using higher resolu-
tion can be evident in the modeled versus observed CO correlations (see Figure 2 and later discussion). Our
ﬁnding is consistent with Tang et al. (2018) who found that increasing resolution from 16 to 9 km generally
produce better CO forecasts in the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service global prediction system,
although in some cases particularly over Seoul and point sources, the 9 km did not show improvements from
16 km. We note, however, that previous studies suggested that increasing model resolution does not neces-
sarily improve model simulations (Valari &Menut, 2008; Wild & Prather, 2006; Yu et al., 2016). Here we use
the 1‐degree (0.9° × 1.25°) resolution in the subsequent analysis of source contribution as it provides a com-
promise between performance and computational expediency.
With regard to model chemistry, we compare the modeled OH to measured OH fromAirborne Tropospheric
Hydrogen Oxides Sensor based on LIF onboard the DC‐8 aircraft (Table S2). As described earlier, reaction of
CO with OH serves as the main chemical loss pathway for CO (e.g., Gaubert et al., 2016, 2017). Overall, the
modeled OHmixing ratios from the aforementioned eight simulations agree with observations. The normal-
izedmean biases and RMSE ranges from−1% to +9% and 0.14 to 0.15 pptv, respectively (Table S2). However,
even a small relative overestimation of OH can have a signiﬁcant impact on the CO loss on one hand and on
the chemical production of CO on the other hand. Uncertainties in CO chemical production from oxidation
of CH4 and NMVOCmay also contribute to the model underestimation of CO (Stein et al., 2014). The inves-
tigation on the model error due to chemistry and oxidants levels will be investigated in future work.
Uncertainties in emission inputs to CAM‐chem are likely to play an important role in the underestimation of
modeled CO concentrations relative to those collected by the DC‐8 aircraft, given that the airborne measure-
ments of CO are made close to the sources. As noted before, Janssens‐Maenhout et al. (2015) reported, for
example, that uncertainties in HTAP CO emissions are relatively large (i.e., 35–70% for energy and industry
sectors and 70–150% for residential and transportation sectors). To investigate how the uncertainties in CO
emissions as well as chemical production inﬂuence CAM‐chem CO results, we conduct nine additional sen-
sitivity test simulations based on the base case conﬁguration with a resolution of 0.9° × 1.25°, GEOS‐FP
meteorology ﬁelds, and HTAP+FINN emissions (hereinafter the C2TK1_G_HF simulation).
Correspondingly, nine additional emissions scenarios are considered, where the anthropogenic CO and/or
VOC emissions from the globe or major source regions (e.g., EA, Korea, EA‐N, EA‐M, EA‐S; see also
Figure 1) are doubled. Even though they still fall in the uncertainty range provided by HTAP, we note that
doubled anthropogenic CO and/or VOC emissions over EA and/or Korea are arbitrary and likely to be over-
estimated (e.g., Jiang et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2015). In addition, doubling the emissions is not expected to
improve the model results in the case that source emissions are missing in the inventory. The simulation
with doubled global anthropogenic CO emissions is only used as one of the sensitivity test simulations. It
does not necessarily indicate that global or regional anthropogenic CO emissions are underestimated by
50%. In fact, the contribution of direct emissions from regions outside of EA and Korea is rather small; there-
fore, the differences between doubling global anthropogenic CO emissions from doubling only EA and
Korean CO anthropogenic emissions reﬂect impacts of chemical processes. This is supported by the OH
simulations of the ensembles (Table S2). The scenario of doubling the global anthropogenic CO emissions
(hereinafter Global_CO_ × 2) changes the OH mean bias compared to the base case C2TK1_G_HF from
3% to −8%, while the OH mean bias of the simulation when CO emissions from only EA and Korea are
doubled (hereafter EA_&_Korea_CO_ × 2) is ~0%.
In Figures S5d and S5e, we show the improvements in model performance for the nine alternative
simulations scenarios. The model biases decrease substantially (slightly) when CO (VOC) emissions are
increased, particularly near the surface. Among the nine simulations, the CO vertical proﬁles from the
Global_CO_ × 2 agree the best (mean bias of −6%) with the mean proﬁles of the DC‐8 aircraft
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observations, followed by the simulation with doubled anthropogenic CO and VOC emissions in EA and
Korea (hereinafter EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_ × 2) with model mean biases of −12% (Table S1).
EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_ × 2, however, has the lowest RMSE (87.60 ppbv) and highest correlation
among the 17 simulations (0.63). Correlation with the DC‐8 aircraft observations is not improved
by Global_CO_ × 2 compared to the base case conﬁguration (0.57). In addition, the pdf of the
Global_CO_ × 2 simulation misses the peak at higher CO concentrations (~200 ppbv) and is not able to
reproduce the bimodal pdf structure of the DC‐8 aircraft observations (Figure S6c). This implies that the sig-
niﬁcantly reducedmean bias by Global_CO_ × 2 is likely to be due to increased background values instead of
better representation of CO pattern in the region.
The model performance for all 17 simulations is summarized in Figure 2 as a Taylor diagram (Taylor, 2001).
We also estimate the corresponding Taylor scores for these simulations (see Figure 2 and Table S1). These
scores provide indications of model skill in representing the amplitude and pattern of observational variabil-
ity (see equation S1 for the deﬁnition of Taylor score). Among the six 1‐degree simulations using different
meteorological ﬁelds and/or emissions, the simulations using HTAP+FINN still have slightly higher
Taylor scores than the others, consistent with our previous ﬁndings. We ﬁnd that the Taylor scores increases
from 0.38 to 0.49 and further to 0.61 as the model resolution increases from 1.9° × 2.5° to 0.9° × 1.25° and
further to 0.47° × 0.63° (Figure 2). This indicates that while increasing resolutions from 0.9° × 1.25° to
0.47° × 0.63° slightly increase model biases (Table S1), the model skill in representing the pattern of obser-
vational variability is improved. EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_ × 2 has the highest Taylor score (0.86) among
all the 17 simulations, followed by EA_&_Korea_CO_ × 2 (0.85) and Global_CO_ × 2 (0.82), indicating that
anthropogenic CO emissions play amore important role than anthropogenic VOC emissions in the region in
terms of performance of CAM‐chem CO. It is also worth noting that even though doubling anthropogenic
CO emissions in Korea do not signiﬁcantly reduce the model bias compared with the C2TK1_G_HF simula-
tion (Table S1), it increases the representation of the pattern in modeled CO variability with the Taylor score
increasing from 0.49 to 0.59. In summary, our results show that simulations using bottom‐up emission
scenarios are consistently low (bias: −34 to −39%) and poorly perform (skill: Taylor 0.38 to 0.61) than simu-
lations using alternative emissions (bias: −6 to −33%; Taylor skill: 0.48 to 0.86).
We also compare all 17 simulations with MOPITT retrieved CO vertical proﬁles by interpolating CAM‐
chem CO onto the MOPITT level 3 grid and pressure levels and further applying the MOPITT averaging
kernels to model results to make quantitative comparisons. Figures S5f–S5j show CO vertical proﬁles
from MOPITT averaged over Korea and its surrounding waters (123–133°E, 30–39°N) during the
KORUS‐AQ period and corresponding differences between observations and CAM‐chem simulations.
Overall, even without doubling the anthropogenic emissions, the differences between model and
MOPITT are relatively small (<40 ppbv), compared to the model biases against airborne observations
(Figures S5b–S5e). The bias patterns for different model simulations in comparison with MOPITT are
similar to those in comparison with airborne observations. For example, using different meteorological
ﬁelds and emission inventories has small effects on simulated CO vertical distributions (Figure S5g), with
the C2TK1_G_HF simulation performing slightly better than the others. Figure S5h shows that the results
using resolutions of 0.9° × 1.25° and 1.9° × 2.5° are very close, with negative biases of <30 ppbv, while the
simulation using the resolution of 0.47° × 0.63° gives slightly larger negative biases. Figure S5i and S5j
indicate that doubling anthropogenic CO and VOC emissions over East Asia and Korea
(EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_ × 2), doubling anthropogenic CO emissions over East Asia and Korea
(EA_&_Korea_CO_ × 2), and doubling anthropogenic CO emissions over East Asia (hereafter
EA_CO_ × 2) lead to slight (≤6%) overestimates in the lower and middle troposphere, while
Global_CO_ × 2 has stronger overestimates (≤20%). This is different from the results of comparisons with
airborne observations, where Global_CO_ × 2 agrees best with DC‐8 aircraft proﬁles, which is partially
due to differences in sampling time and regions between MOPITT and DC‐8 aircraft measurements.
Furthermore, the spatial distributions of MOPITT and modeled CO total column density (Figure S7) indi-
cate that all the 17 simulations tend to overestimate in the southern part of East Asia (EA‐S; see also
Figure 1) and most of the simulations underestimate in the northern part of East Asia (EA‐N).
Global_CO_ × 2 shows the lowest underestimate in EA‐N but the highest overestimate in EA‐S (Figure
S7). We note that a comprehensive evaluation of MOPITT CO over the region against KORUS‐AQ air-
borne observations requires further study and is beyond the scope of this work.
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Overall, the simulations with increased anthropogenic CO and/or VOC emissions result in a substantial
model improvement compared with the base case simulation (C2TK1_G_HF) during the KORUS‐AQ cam-
paign. This also implies that the underestimated anthropogenic CO emissions as well as chemical produc-
tion are likely to be the main cause of CO underestimation by CAM‐chem during KORUS‐AQ in this
study. This is consistent with Gaubert et al. (2016) and other data assimilation and inverse modeling studies
(Flemming et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2017; Miyazaki et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2015). We note that although dou-
bling anthropogenic CO emissions may not be the optimized solution, the model improvements obtained by
increasing these emissions could still shed light on understanding CO underestimates in global models, par-
ticularly considering the large uncertainties in current emission inventories. Here the sensitivity study also
implies that more future work needs to be done on reﬁning CO emissions in different source regions.
To emphasize the uncertainties in our source contribution analysis and to take advantage of the ensemble,
we provide ranges derived from the top 50% well performed ensemble members (based on Taylor score) for
the following source contribution analysis (see sections 4 and 5).
4. Analysis of Source Contributions to Observed CO
In this section, we present analyses of source contribution to CO concentrations collected from DC‐8
aircraft and at ground sites and cities during KORUS‐AQ. The results are based on the top 50% well
performed CAM‐chem simulations with CO tags. To this aim, we use the Taylor skill scores presented in
section 3 to rank the 17 simulations in terms of model performance (Table S1). We note that the model‐
observation discrepancies, albeit reduced by adjusting CO and/or VOC emissions, translate into
uncertainties in our results, which are estimated source contributions to the CAM‐chem modeled CO
concentrations that are spatiotemporally collocated with the DC‐8 aircraft and ground‐based measure-
ments. Nevertheless, CAM‐chem tagged CO is still a powerful tool to analyze source contribution for
the observations, and the uncertainties in our source contribution analysis are addressed by the range
derived from the ensemble.
4.1. Modeled Source Contributions to DC‐8 aircraft observed CO
Flight tracks of the DC‐8 aircraft during KORUS‐AQ and their grouping (Seoul, Taehwa, the West (Yellow)
Sea, Seoul‐Jeju jetway, and Seoul‐Busan jetway) are shown in Figure 1. These ﬁve groups are deﬁned based
on the land cover below the ﬂight tracks and the sources of pollution following Tang et al. (2018). The Seoul
group contains air samples over the metropolitan area of Seoul, while the Taehwa group contains air sam-
ples over a forest area near Seoul. Measurements in the West Sea group were designed to capture pollution
outﬂow from China and Korea to the West Sea. Measurements in the Seoul‐Jeju jetway and Seoul‐Busan jet-
way groups were both made above the Korean Peninsula. Strong local point sources (such as power plants
and industrial regions) are located below the Seoul‐Jeju jetway, whereas ﬂights in the Seoul‐Busan jetway
are designed to capture activities in forest, rural, and Busan urban regions. Figure 3 shows the contributions
of different source regions to COmixing ratios along the DC‐8 ﬂight tracks from the top 50% well‐performed
simulations, including EA & Korea CO & VOC × 2, EA & Korea CO × 2, Global CO × 2, EA CO × 2, EA‐M
CO × 2, C2TK05_G_HF, EA‐N CO × 2, Korea CO × 2, and EA & Korea VOC × 2. The differences between
Global_CO_ × 2 and EA_&_Korea_CO_ × 2 are signiﬁcantly attributed to the CO chemical production
besides CH4. Note that because CH4 surface mixing ratios are prescribed in CAM‐chem, CO production from
CH4 remains similar between the simulations while only CO chemical production from NMVOCs is
impacted by doubling anthropogenic CO emissions outside of EA and Korea. This indicates that doubling
anthropogenic CO emissions outside of EA and Korea indirectly impact CO background signiﬁcantly
through secondary CO processes. Here uncertainties in chemical processes of CO are reﬂected coinciden-
tally via increase in CO direct emissions outside of KORUS‐AQ domain. Figure 4 shows the spatial distribu-
tions of the tagged CO averaged across the KORUS‐AQ period. We also provide modeled contributions from
different sources for the plumes encountered by the DC‐8 aircraft (Figure 5). These plumes were identiﬁed
by the KORUS‐AQ Plume Flagging Team (https://www‐air.larc.nasa.gov/cgi‐bin/ArcView/korusaq). First,
they normalized the DC‐8 aircraft COmeasurements bymedian vertical proﬁles. These normalized COmea-
surements are then marked as plumes when they are above the respective 98th percentile. In many of these
plumes, the modeled contributions from one or two sources are usually dominant and hence regarded as the
major source/s for these plumes. However, in some plumes (such as plumes during the 20 May aircraft
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ﬂight), there is no dominant signature associated with these plumes. Below, we discuss in some detail our
key ﬁndings which we organized by major source categories.
4.1.1. Contribution of Direct Korean CO Emissions
Throughout the campaign period, direct anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions of CO from Korea
vary signiﬁcantly among the ﬁve groups of DC‐8 aircraft ﬂights. The contribution of direct Korean CO emis-
sions to modeled CO concentrations over Seoul (10–22%) is the highest among the groups (Figure 3). This is
quite expected as Seoul is a megacity and has larger local emissions than its neighboring cities. The Korean
emissions also contribute to the modeled CO concentrations over the Seoul‐Jeju jetway (9–19%) but only
slightly to CO over the Seoul‐Busan jetway group (4–8%). This is related to the fact that some strong local
point sources (such as power plants and Daesan Chemical Facility) are located in the domain of the
Seoul‐Jeju jetway (Figure 1). The contribution of Korean CO emissions to CO over Taehwa group (3–6%)
is lower than that over Seoul, although Taehwa is near Seoul. CO concentrations observed over Seoul repre-
sent CO from urban areas, while over Taehwa CO concentrations are more likely coming from biogenic CO
sources over the forest, which may explain the difference between the two groups. We also note that the
DC‐8 aircraft measurements over Seoul are mostly made below 850 hPa, while more than half of the mea-
surements are made above 850 hPa over Taehwa, which can also contribute to the difference. Over the
West Sea, the contribution from direct Korean emissions is very small (~0–1%). This is reasonable since
the wind direction on average in this area is from west to east (Figure S3), leading to negligible transport
from Korea to the West Sea (although from time to time there are CO outﬂow albeit near the coast due to
land‐sea breeze). Moreover, measurements in this group of ﬂights were usually made when Chinese outﬂow
was expected, resulting to rather small Korean contributions to modeled CO. On average, direct Korean CO
emissions to modeled CO concentrations only contribute about 6–13% to modeled CO along the DC‐8 air-
craft ﬂight tracks throughout the campaign period (Table 2).
Figure 3. Ensemble of mean estimates of Community Atmosphere Model with chemistry source contributions to CO con-
centrations along the DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight tracks during the Korea United States Air Quality campaign period for all tracks
and ﬁve track groups deﬁned in Figure 1. Different colors indicate tagged CO sources (see text for details). Dashed lines
represent DC‐8 aircraft observations.
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We further analyzed this source contribution by separately analyzing airborne measurements below and
above 850 hPa to investigate the overall differences between boundary layer and free tropospheric contribu-
tions. Here we approximate the boundary layer height to reach on average to about 850 hPa although we
recognize that the height varies over time. The results suggest that the Korean contribution to modeled
CO along the DC‐8 aircraft tracks mainly concentrates in the boundary layer. This is especially the case
for the ﬂight tracks over the local sources (Table 2). For example, over Seoul the Korean CO emissions con-
tribute 11–24% and 1–2% below and above 850 hPa, respectively; over Seoul‐Jeju jetway, the contributions
are 11–25% and ~1%, respectively. Overall, the contribution of Korean CO emissions to modeled total CO
is 8–19% below 850 hPa and ~1% above 850 hPa.
The ﬂight on 5 June was designed to sample a number of point sources such as industrial sites, chemical
facility, and power plants; thus, the contributions of Korean CO emissions to the DC‐8 aircraft observations
are higher (11–20%) compared to usual (4–7%; see also Figures 5 and S8). During this ﬂight, the contribution
of direct CO emissions fromKorea to modeled CO along the tracks is signiﬁcant, particularly when the ﬂight
is close to the surface (~1,000 hPa), as strong local point sources dominate rather than transported CO. We
Figure 4. Spatial distributions of the tagged CO (ppbv) averaged across the Korea United States Air Quality campaign period at model surface and 800 and 500 hPa.
The results are from the EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_x2 simulation only for demonstration purpose. Tag 1: Korea; Tag 2: Japan+Russia; Tag 3: Indonesia+India;
Tag 4: EA‐S; Tag 5: EA‐M; Tag 6: EA‐N; Tag 7: ROW+ocean; Tag 8: CH4 oxidation; Tag 9: biogenic; Tag 10: chemical production besides CH4. EA‐S =
East Asia‐South; EA‐M = East Asia‐Middle; EA‐N = East Asia‐North; ROW = rest of the world.
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note that CAM‐chem generally captures the plumes throughout the KORUS‐AQ period (Figure 5),
suggesting that transport is well represented in CAM‐chem. However, we note that the model tends to
underestimate CO concentrations for the plumes that are associated with strong contributions of Korean
CO emissions. This indicates that the CO emissions for these point sources may be underestimated,
and/or the relatively coarse resolution (1°) is unable to resolve the local scale emission and dynamic
features of these point sources.
4.1.2. Contribution of Direct CO Emissions From East Asia
We divided East Asia (EA) source regions into three subregions, including the northern (EA‐N), middle (EA‐
M), and southern (EA‐S) parts as shown in Figure 1. We ﬁnd that the source contribution of the three sub-
regions has different characteristics. During the measurement period, direct CO emissions from EA‐S, EA‐
M, and EA‐N overall contribute ~5%, 16–28%, and 9–18% to modeled total CO along the ﬂight tracks, respec-
tively. Over Seoul, contributions of CO emissions from EA‐S, EA‐M, and EA‐N are about ~3%, 16–29%, and
12–24%, respectively, revealing a much smaller inﬂuence from EA‐S emissions. Over Taehwa, EA emissions
generally contribute less than those over Seoul (Table 2). Over the West Sea, CO concentrations are domi-
nated by CO emissions from EA‐M (29–51%), whereas EA‐N and EA‐S emissions only contribute to 6–
13% and 4–5%. Considering that the measurements in this group of ﬂights were usually conducted when
Chinese outﬂow was expected, our result indicates that the East Asian outﬂow to the West Sea and further
to Korea is mainly from the middle part of East Asia (EA‐M). We cannot rule out, however, the possibility
that EA‐N emissions are underestimated and EA‐M emissions are overestimated in CAM‐chem. Initial
results from a separate study on CO Bayesian synthesis inversions, where aggregated tagged CO emissions
are optimized using DC‐8 aircraft observed CO concentrations, point to this possibility. On the other
Figure 5. Community Atmosphere Model with chemistry source contributions to all identiﬁed CO plumes captured by DC‐8 aircraft measurements during the
Korea United States Air Quality campaign. The results are from the EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_ × 2 simulation only for demonstration purpose. Different colors
indicate tagged CO sources (see text for details). Black dots represent DC‐8 aircraft observations. Red dashed lines represent pressures at which the plumes were
encountered. Gray shades are used to highlight plumes on three speciﬁc days. Note that the x axis represents the plume ID.
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hand, we ﬁnd that contributions of direct CO emissions from both EA‐M and EA‐N for the Seoul‐Jeju jetway
group (15–27% and 10–20%, respectively) are higher than those for the Seoul‐Busan jetway group (10–19%
and 10–19%, respectively). This is because the Seoul‐Jeju jetway is along the west coast of Korea and is
closer to EA than the Seoul‐Busan jetway.
Along the ﬂight tracks below 850 hPa, direct CO emissions from EA‐S, EA‐M, and EA‐N contribute ~3%,
17–29%, and 11–22% to modeled total CO, respectively. Compared with the results below 850 hPa, the con-
tribution of EA‐S emissions is higher above 850 hPa (8–11%). However, the contributions of EA‐M (14–26%)
and EA‐N (5–10%) emissions are lower above 850 hPa than below 850 hPa. This suggests that a large portion
of CO emissions from EA‐Mand EA‐N can reach Korea and surrounding areas via transport in the boundary
layer, whereas CO emissions from EA‐S are likely to be transported to Korea mainly through the free tropo-
sphere (particularly during frontal passage periods; see the following analysis). Previous studies (e.g., Liu
et al., 2003) also have shown that air pollutants can be lifted from the boundary layer to the free troposphere
by fronts in Asian outﬂows.
In terms of contribution to the plumes, we ﬁnd that direct CO emissions from EA‐M are dominant in the
plumes on 31May (Figures 5 and S9). On 31May, direct transport of Chinese emissions to the Korean penin-
sula was expected, so the DC‐8 aircraft ﬂew offshore between China and Korea in the morning and then
along the Seoul‐Jeju jetway in the afternoon. During this ﬂight, CO over the West Sea and along the
Seoul‐Jeju jetway is dominated by direct emissions from EA‐M. These CO source contribution results using
CAM‐chem tagged tracers support the expected conditions during the science ﬂights. During the two ﬂights
in which a frontal passage occurred, the contribution of direct EA‐S CO emissions is enhanced. For example,
during the 31 May ﬂight, a frontal passage with a cloud band occurred over the Korean peninsula (from the
Table 2
CAM‐chem Simulated Source Contributions to CO Concentrations Along the DC‐8 aircraft Flight Tracks During KORUS‐AQ
Tagged source Pressure level Seoul Taehwa West Sea Seoul‐Jeju jetway Seoul‐Busan jetway All
Korea All 10–22% 3–6% 0–1% 9–19% 4–8% 6–13%
Above 850 hPa 1–2% 1–3% 0–0% 1–1% 1–2% 1–1%
Below 850 hPa 11–24% 6–14% 0–2% 11–25% 5–11% 8–19%
Japan + Russia All 7–10% 6–8% 4–5% 7–9% 9–12% 7–9%
Above 850 hPa 4–5% 5–7% 2–3% 4–5% 5–7% 4–5%
Below 850 hPa 7–10% 9–12% 4–7% 7–10% 12–15% 8–11%
Indonesia + India All 2–3% 5–7% 4–5% 3–4% 5–6% 4–5%
Above 850 hPa 5–7% 6–8% 7–9% 7–10% 8–10% 7–9%
Below 850 hPa 2–3% 3–4% 2–3% 2–3% 3–4% 2–3%
EA‐S All 3–3% 6–8% 4–5% 4–5% 5–6% 5–5%
Above 850 hPa 5–7% 7–9% 7–10% 10–15% 7–10% 8–11%
Below 850 hPa 2–3% 3–3% 3–3% 2–3% 3–4% 3–3%
EA‐M All 16–29% 12–24% 29–51% 15–27% 10–19% 16–28%
Above 850 hPa 18–35% 12–23% 17–37% 14–26% 8–15% 14–26%
Below 850 hPa 15–29% 14–26% 36–58% 15–27% 11–21% 17–29%
EA‐N All 12–24% 8–16% 6–13% 10–20% 10–19% 9–18%
Above 850 hPa 7–14% 7–13% 4–8% 5–10% 5–10% 5–10%
Below 850 hPa 13–26% 13–25% 7–17% 12–23% 12–24% 11–22%
The rest + ocean All 7–9% 10–14% 8–11% 7–10% 11–15% 9–11%
Above 850 hPa 9–13% 11–15% 11–15% 10–14% 13–18% 11–15%
Below 850 hPa 6–8% 8–11% 6–9% 6–8% 9–13% 7–10%
CH4 oxidation All 8–12% 12–19% 10–15% 9–14% 12–18% 10–15%
Above 850 hPa 12–19% 13–20% 14–20% 13–19% 15–22% 14–20%
Below 850 hPa 7–12% 9–14% 8–13% 8–12% 10–15% 8–13%
Biogenic All 1–2% 1–2% 1–2% 1–2% 2–2% 1–2%
Above 850 hPa 1–2% 1–2% 1–2% 1–2% 2–2% 1–2%
Below 850 hPa 1–2% 1–2% 1–1% 1–2% 1–2% 1–2%
Chemical production besides CH4 All 4–19% 7–24% 5–20% 6–22% 6–23% 6–22%
Above 850 hPa 8–24% 8–25% 8–25% 7–25% 10–26% 8–25%
Below 850 hPa 4–19% 5–21% 3–17% 6–21% 4–21% 5–21%
Note. See text and Figure 1 for deﬁnitions of tagged sources and ﬁve groups of DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight tracks. CAM‐chem = Community Atmosphere Model with
chemistry; KORUS‐AQ = Korea United States Air Quality campaign.
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southwest to the northeast), and the DC‐8 aircraft aimed to sample the frontal cloud during the ﬂight.
During this measurement period, the EA‐S contribution to modeled CO is higher than that during most
of the other ﬂights (Figures 5 and S10).
4.1.3. Contribution of Direct CO Emissions From Other Neighboring Regions
Direct CO emissions from Japan, Russia, Indonesia, and India in total only contribute a small proportion to
CO mixing ratios along the ﬂight tracks, with contributions of 7–9% from Japan and Russia and 4–5% from
Indonesia and India. The contribution of CO from Japan and Russia reaches the maximum (9–12%) for the
Seoul‐Busan jetway group and the minimum (4–5%) for the West Sea group. For CO from Indonesia and
India, the contribution is the highest for the Taehwa group (5–7%) and the lowest for the Seoul group
(2–3%). This is likely due to the different altitudes at which measurements were taken by these groups of
ﬂights. We further ﬁnd that the contribution of Japan and Russia is higher below 850 hPa than above
850 hPa, whereas it is the opposite for Indonesia and India (Table 2). This is reasonable, considering that
the ﬂight tracks are closer to Japan and Russia than Indonesia and India. As such, it requires strong uplift
and subsequent long‐range transport of pollution from Indonesia and India to Korea in the free troposphere,
consistent with the mesoscale dynamics in this region during this period (Fuelberg et al., 2003; Woo et al.,
2003). The differences of the emission response in the vertical between EA‐N/EA‐M and EA‐S/
Indonesia/India are also consistent with the results of our doubled emission simulation experiments dis-
cussed in section 3.
4.1.4. Contribution From Other Sources
Direct CO emissions from the rest of the world (including ocean) contribute 9–11% to modeled total CO
during the entire ﬂight period. Overall, biogenic CO sources have a small contribution (1–2%), whereas
CO chemical production plays a relatively important role (10–15% from CH4 oxidation and 6–22% from che-
mical production besides CH4 oxidation) in representing the background CO abundance. One common fea-
ture of these sources is that they contribute more to CO in the free troposphere where background CO
dominate than in the boundary layer where direct CO emissions from the aforementioned regions dominate.
However, we recognize the uncertainties in these estimates as discussed in the previous section (section 3)
and elucidated in Figure 3 (Global_CO_ × 2 versus EA_&_Korea_CO_ × 2).
4.2. Source Contribution to Ground Sites and Cities
We also investigated source contributions to surface CO concentrations at six ground sites and to vertical
proﬁles of CO concentrations over Seoul and Busan in Korea during KORUS‐AQ. For the ground sites,
the patterns of contributions from different sources generally agree with those along the DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight
tracks (section 4.1). However, direct Korean CO emissions play an obviously more important role at ground
sites, especially at sites that are close to large local sources (Figure 6). For example, at the Olympic Park site
(located in Seoul), direct CO emissions from Korea contribute more (25–49%) compared to EA‐S (~2%), EA‐
M (11–25%), and EA‐N (11–25%) to modeled total CO concentrations, respectively. At Power plant #2 site,
the contribution of Korean CO emissions (22–45%) is also higher than those from other source regions
(e.g., 1–2% from EA‐S, 15–33% from EA‐M, and 11–23% from EA‐N). Fukue and Saga are two ground sites
in Japan. Thus, at these two sites, the Korean contribution is small, whereas the contribution from East Asia
and the rest of the world is relatively large. Fukue is a remote site and does not have a strong diurnal cycle,
and it captures Asian outﬂows especially of EA‐M and EA‐N.
Figure 7 shows the averaged source contributions to CO vertical proﬁles over Seoul and Busan (in the south-
eastern South Korea) during KORUS‐AQ period (from 1May 2016 to 9 June 2016). Direct CO emissions from
Korea have a much higher contribution to CO concentrations in the two cities near the surface (34–39% for
Seoul and 19–20% for Busan) compared to themiddle and upper troposphere (<1% for both Seoul and Busan;
see also Figures 7a and 7e). We ﬁnd that due to the larger contribution of Korean CO emissions, the averaged
CO concentrations over Seoul are much higher than those over Busan by up to 200 ppbv near the surface. We
also show daily averaged proﬁles of relative contributions on three characteristic days (13 and 31 May and 5
June 2016). As mentioned in section 4.1, a frontal passage occurred on 13 May. On this day, the contribution
of direct Korean CO emissions is lower than usual for both Seoul and Busan, whereas a higher contribution
from EA emissions is seen, particularly at 800–900 hPa (Figures 7b and 7f). Similar features are also seen on
26 May (another day with a frontal passage; see Figures S11 and S12). On 31 May, direct China outﬂow was
expected. During this period, the contribution of direct CO emissions from EA is much higher than usual,
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especially in the middle troposphere (Figures 7c and 7g). The EA impact is also strong near the surface over
Seoul, which is not seen over Busan. On 5 June Chinese emissions were expected to have a smaller impact.
Over Seoul and Busan, the CO vertical proﬁles on this day are similar to those averaged over the KORUS‐AQ
period. It is worth noticing that, on this day, contributions of Japan and Russia to CO in Seoul are higher
than usual because of the prevailing winds.
5. Comparisons With Other Approaches to Source Contributions
In this section, we compare the source contribution results from the CAM‐chem tagged CO (derived from
EA & Korea CO & VOC × 2 as it is the best performed simulation, unless stated otherwise) with those from
the analysis of FLEXPART‐WRF back trajectory, WRF‐ChemNO2 tracer, China signature VOCs, and CO to
CO2 enhancement ratios. All the source contribution results from different methods discussed in this section
are referred to as contributions of CO emitted from different source regions to modeled total CO along the
DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight tracks during KORUS‐AQ, unless stated otherwise.
5.1. Comparisons With FLEXPART‐WRF Back Trajectory and WRF Inert Tracer Analysis
Figure 8 shows the contributions fromKorea and EA‐M3CO emissions to CO concentrations along the DC‐8
aircraft ﬂight tracks simulated by FLEXPART‐WRF and CAM‐chem. These are the two source regions
Figure 6. (a–f) Time series of Community Atmosphere Model with chemistry source contributions to CO concentrations
at the six ground sites during the Korea United States Air Quality campaign. The results are from the
EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_ × 2 simulation only for demonstration purpose. Model results are interpolated to the station
locations. Colored areas indicate tagged CO sources (see text for details). Black lines represent corresponding in‐situ
observations.
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(Korea and EA‐M3) that overlapped between the two models. The correlations between the results from
FLEXPART‐WRF and CAM‐chem are 0.77 and 0.56 for the source regions of Korea and EA‐M3,
respectively. Both FLEXPART‐WRF back trajectory and WRF inert tracer analysis are compared to
C2TK_G_HF so that they will have same emissions. Although CAM‐chem has a coarser resolution than
FLEXPART‐WRF, the results from the two approaches agree reasonably well. Note that in this
comparison, the CAM‐chem simulation uses the same CO emissions (HTAP+FINN) as the FLEXPART‐
WRF back trajectory simulation for consistency.
We also qualitatively compare our CAM‐chem results with the WRF inert tracer forecasts during the
KORUS‐AQ campaign (Figure S13). For contributions from Korean anthropogenic CO emissions along
the DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight tracks, the correlation between the WRF inert tracer result and CAM‐chem tagged
CO result is 0.69. This correlation is higher than those for contributions from China anthropogenic source
regions (0.47 for Beijing, 0.21 for Shanghai, and 0.49 for Shandong). Because CO in CAM‐chem has a longer
lifetime than the WRF inert tracer, the higher correlation for tracer contributions from Korean emissions
and lower correlations for contributions from Chinese emissions indicate that the WRF inert tracer may
be removed more quickly during transport. Therefore, even though East Asia contributes signiﬁcantly to
CO over Korea and surrounding areas during KORUS‐AQ, it is possible that its contribution for short‐lived
species (such as NO2) is not as signiﬁcant.
5.2. Comparisons With Analysis of Signature VOCs
Figure 9 shows observations of ﬁve anthropogenic VOCs (CCl4, CFC‐113, CFC‐114, OCS, and H‐1211) that
are indicators of pollution from China along the ﬂight tracks during KORUS‐AQ and the corresponding
CAM‐chem simulated CO, including directly emitted CO from Korea, EA, and other regions. We ﬁnd that
CO from direct EA emissions has relatively high correlations with the four suggested China signature
Figure 7. Community Atmosphere Model with chemistry source contributions to CO concentrations at different altitudes
over Seoul and Busan during the Korea United States Air Quality campaign for (a, e) 40‐day averaged proﬁles and (b–d,
f–h) daily averages of 3 days (20160513, 20160531, and 20160605). The shaded area corresponds to the range of estima-
tes from top 50% of Taylor scores across the ensemble of simulations.
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VOCs (0.53 for CCl4, 0.30 for CFC‐113, 0.25 for CFC‐114, and 0.58 for OCS), which are all statistically signif-
icant. However, the correlations for CO directly emitted from Korea (0.01–0.13) and other regions
(−0.04–0.11) are much smaller. In addition, the correlation of OCS with CO from direct EA emissions
(0.58) is the highest among the four China signature VOCs, while its correlations with CO emitted from
Korea (0.01) are the lowest. This implies that OCS could potentially be a more effective indicator of air from
China than the other anthropogenic VOC tracers (Qin, 2007). We also show relationships between H‐1211
and CO tracers from different sources, which have very weak correlations (r = 0.19 and 0.31 for EA and
Korea, respectively). This agrees with the conclusion from the WAS group that H‐1211 is no longer a valid
China signature VOC during the KORUS‐AQ campaign (section 2.1.2).
Given the large area and potential heterogeneity over EA, we further analyzed the relationships between the
ﬁve VOCs and CO from nine tagged EA subregions and the results are given in Table 3). EA‐N1, EA‐N2, EA‐
M1, EA‐M2, EA‐S1, EA‐S2, and EA‐S3 do not have strong correlations (r≤ 0.3) with the four China signature
VOCs (CCl4, CFC‐113, CFC‐114, and OCS), whereas EA‐M3 has the highest correlation. Correlations of OCS
and CCl4 with CO from EA‐N3 (0.24 and 0.30, respectively) are much lower than those with EA‐M3 (0.60
and 0.55, respectively), whereas correlations between CFCs and CO from EA‐N3 are similar to that for
EA‐M3 (0.2–0.3). For H‐1211 and tagged CO, however, the correlation for EA‐N3 (0.20) is higher than that
for EA‐M3 (0.18). The differences among the nine EA subregions in terms of their relationships with the ﬁve
VOCs are related with the fact that contributions of CO from some EA regions (such as EA‐N1, EA‐M1, and
Figure 8. Contributions from Korea (blue) and EA‐M3 (yellow) direct CO emissions to CO concentrations along the DC‐8
aircraft ﬂight tracks derived from FLEXPART‐WRF back trajectories (upper part of each panel) and CAM‐chem (lower
part of each panel) during the Korea United States Air Quality campaign. The time series are separated into ﬁve panels.
FLEXPART‐WRF = FLEXPART 9.1 back trajectory calculations driven by WRF; CAM‐chem = Community Atmosphere
Model with chemistry.
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EA‐S1) are smaller than others (such as EA‐N3 and EA‐M3). However, it could also be a potential signal of
the heterogeneity in anthropogenic VOC emissions over EA.
5.3. Comparisons With Analysis of CO to CO2 Enhancement Ratios
Previous studies found that dCO/dCO2 (i.e., CO to CO2 enhancement ratio; see section 2.1 for deﬁnition) are
signiﬁcantly higher for China than Korea, since Korea tends to have overall higher combustion efﬁciency
than China (Silva et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2018; Turnbull et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2010). Thus, a higher
dCO/dCO2 should correspond to a larger China contribution. We compare the dCO/dCO2 derived from
DC‐8 aircraft measurements and the corresponding source contributions to CO derived from CAM‐chem.
Compared with the mean condition (averaged throughout the measurement period), Korean contribution
increases from 6–13% to 10–22% over the Seoul group (Table S3), with the corresponding dCO/dCO2
decreasing from 15.6 to 11.8 ppbv/ppmv. On the other hand, over the West Sea, the contribution from EA
increases from 31–49% to 44–67% (Table S3), with the corresponding dCO/dCO2 increasing from 15.6 to
21.8 ppbv/ppmv. This difference in dCO/dCO2 indicates that Korea has overall higher combustion
Figure 9. Relationships between CO concentrations contributed from different source regions derived from Community
Atmosphere Model with chemistry (EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_ × 2) and volatile organic compound measurements
provided by theWhole Air Sampling group along the DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight tracks during the Korea United States Air Quality
campaign. Correlation coefﬁcients (r) and p values (p) are also shown as red.
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efﬁciency than China. Albeit limited in scope, this is qualitatively consistent with our previous ﬁndings for
Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service CO and CO2 forecast and analysis products (Tang et al., 2018)
and corroborates our new ﬁndings of source contributions to this region from CAM‐chem tagged CO tracers.
6. Summary and Conclusions
In this study, we investigated CO source contributions for the KORUS‐AQ campaign using CAM‐chem
tagged tracers. We ﬁrst conducted a set of model sensitivity test simulations by varying emissions, meteorol-
ogy, and resolution and comprehensively evaluated these CO simulations by comparing with DC‐8 aircraft
measurements and MOPITT retrievals. We then conducted source contribution analysis for the KORUS‐AQ
airborne and ground measurements by tagging CO tracers emitted from different source regions and chemi-
cal processes in CAM‐chem simulations. To further assess the robustness of our analyses of source contribu-
tions, we compared the CAM‐chem results with the results from four other approaches to source
contributions (FLEXPART‐WRF back trajectory, WRF inert NO2 tracer, China signature VOCs,
and dCO/dCO2).
We found that CAM‐chem simulations with different spatial resolutions (0.9° × 1.25°, 1.9° × 2.5°, and
0.47° × 0.63°), anthropogenic CO emissions (HTAP, CREATE, and CMIP6), and/or meteorological ﬁelds
(GEOS‐FP and MERRA‐2) produce similar bias patterns and systematically underestimate CO vertical pro-
ﬁles by 30–40% (normalized mean bias) during the KORUS‐AQ campaign, compared with DC‐8 aircraft
measurements. We further analyzed the potential sources (transport, emission, resolution, and chemistry)
of this underestimation and suggested that chemically produced CO may contribute to the underestimation
in CO background in this region. We conducted nine additional sensitivity test simulations by varying
anthropogenic CO emissions based on the base case simulation (C2TK1_G_HF), which used GEOS‐FP
meteorology ﬁelds, HTAP+FINN emissions, and the resolution of 0.9° × 1.25°. We emphasize that there
are limitations for this approach. We note that doubling anthropogenic CO and/or VOC emissions may
not be the optimized solution, and more future work is needed to reﬁne CO emissions and chemistry pro-
cesses in different source regions. Further studies on the isoprene oxidation and on explaining the biases
in the modeled OH values also need to be done. We are also using smooth and prescribed CH4 ﬁelds that
may not explain local industrial and oil and gas point sources.
In these nine additional sensitivity test simulations, the anthropogenic CO and/or VOC emissions from the
globe or a speciﬁc source region (i.e., EA, Korea, EA‐N, EA‐M, and EA‐S) were doubled. We ﬁnd that simu-
lations using bottom‐up emission inventories (HTAP, CREATE, and CMIP6) are consistently low (bias: −34
to −39%) and perform more poorly (Taylor skill: 0.38 to 0.61) than simulations using alternative emissions
(bias: −6 to −33%; Taylor skill: 0.48 to 0.86), particularly for simulations with doubled East Asian and
Korean anthropogenic CO and VOC emissions, suggesting underestimation in modeled background CO
(Global_CO_x2) and bottom‐up emissions (EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_x2) in the region. We further com-
pared all the aforementioned model simulations with MOPITT CO retrievals over East Asia during the
KORUS‐AQ period. The differences in CO vertical proﬁles between model simulations and MOPITT over
Korea and its surrounding areas are much smaller, relative to the model biases against DC‐8 aircraft
Table 3
Correlations Between CO Concentrations Contributed From Nine East Asia Source Regions Derived From CAM‐Chem and VOCs Measured by the WAS Group Along
the DC‐8 aircraft Flight Tracks During KORUS‐AQ
Measured VOC EA‐N1 EA‐N2 EA‐N3 EA‐M1 EA‐M2 EA‐M3 EA‐S1 EA‐S2 EA‐S3
CCl4 −0.09 0.18 0.30 −0.14 0.15 0.55 −0.17 −0.08 −0.03
CFC‐113 −0.06 0.10 0.17 −0.08 0.08 0.32 −0.09 −0.03 0.01
CFC‐114 −0.06 0.06 0.21 −0.04 0.01 0.23 −0.04 0.02 0.04
OCS 0.00 0.30 0.24 −0.07 0.25 0.60 −0.10 −0.05 −0.02
H‐1211 −0.08 0.03 0.20 −0.09 0.01 0.18 −0.10 −0.07 −0.06
Note. Shaded cells indicate that the corresponding correlations are not signiﬁcant (α=0.05). CAM‐chem = Community Atmosphere Model with chemistry; VOC
= volatile organic compound; WAS = Whole Air Sampling; KORUS‐AQ = Korea United States Air Quality campaign; EA‐N = East Asia‐North.
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airborne observations. EA_&_Korea_CO_&_VOC_ × 2 also agrees better with MOPITT compared to Global
CO × 2. We also found that all the model simulations tend to overestimate (underestimate) CO total column
density in the southern (northern) part of East Asia. We note that a systematic evaluation of MOPITT CO
over the region using the KORUS‐AQ airborne observations requires further work and is beyond the scope
of this work.
To emphasize the uncertainties in our source contribution analysis and to take advantage of the ensemble of
model simulations, we provide ranges derived from the top 50% performed ensemble members (based on
Taylor score) for our source contribution analysis. We elucidate the contributions of different tagged emis-
sions to CO concentrations along DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight tracks and across several ground sites.
The results of CAM‐chem tagged CO simulations showed that direct Korean CO emissions overall contri-
bute about 6–13% to modeled total CO concentrations throughout the DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight period. The
Korean contribution is higher for the Seoul (10–22%) and Seoul‐Jeju jetway (9–19%) groups of ﬂight tracks
due to the proximity to strong local emissions but much lower for the West Sea group (≤1%) due to the pre-
vailing winds. The contribution of CO from direct Korean emissions to the DC‐8 aircraft measurements is
larger within the boundary layer (below 850 hPa; 8–19%) than free troposphere (above 850 hPa; ~1%).
Contributions of direct CO emissions from Japan, Russia, Indonesia, and India together account for a smal-
ler proportion (10–13%). The contributions of direct CO emissions from different parts of East Asia (EA‐S,
EA‐M, and EA‐S) show very different characteristics, with the largest and smallest overall contribution from
EA‐M (16–28%) and EA‐S (~5%), respectively. We found that the contribution from EA‐S CO emissions is
higher in the free troposphere (8–11%) than in the boundary layer (~3%), while it is the opposite for contri-
bution from EA‐M (17–29% in the boundary layer and 14–26% in free troposphere) and EA‐N (11–22% in the
boundary layer and 5–10% in free troposphere) emissions. In particular, for the West Sea group of DC‐8 air-
craft ﬂights when Chinese outﬂow was expected, the contribution of CO emissions from EA‐M is evidently
larger (29–51%) than average, suggesting that the West Sea region is mainly impacted by the EA‐M outﬂow.
Other sources, including direct CO emissions from the rest of the world, biogenic CO, and CO chemical pro-
duction, generally contribute more in the free troposphere (40–58%) than in the boundary layer (24–44%).
We also analyzed source contributions to the plumes encountered by the DC‐8 aircraft. The results are con-
sistent with the source contribution analysis for the general airborne measurements. During the frontal pas-
sage days, contribution of EA‐S CO emissions to the plumes is enhanced (11–16% to plumes captured on 13
May) compared to the average (6–8%). During the China outﬂow days, the plumes are dominated by EA‐M
CO emissions (44–64% to plumes captured on 31 May). For the plumes expected to be dominated by Korea
local emissions, the contribution of Korean CO emissions (11–20% to plumes captured on 5 June) is evi-
dently higher than usual (4–7%). Further source contribution analyses for six ground sites and two cities dur-
ing KORUS‐AQ indicated that the results generally agree with those for the airborne measurements, except
that direct Korean CO emissions play an obviously more important role, especially at sites close to large
local sources.
To further evaluate the robustness of the source contribution results by CAM‐chem tagged CO, we compared
the CAM‐chem results with those from four other approaches to source contributions (FLEXPART‐WRF
back trajectories, WRF inert NO2 tracers, China signature VOCs, and dCO/dCO2). The overall source contri-
bution results from CAM‐chem and FLEXPART‐WRF simulations agree reasonably well. The correlation
between CAM‐chem CO tracers with WRF inert NO2 tracers is higher for emissions from Korea (0.7) than
from China (<0.5), which suggests a smaller contribution of Chinese emissions to short‐lived air pollutants
transported to Korea, relative to long‐lived species. Further comparisons with four China signature VOCs
(CCl4, CFC‐113, CFC‐114, and OCS) showed that modeled CO from direct EA emissions has higher correla-
tions with the China signature VOCs, compared to CO from elsewhere. The results also suggested that OCS
could potentially be a more effective indicator of China outﬂows than the other three signature VOCs, while
H‐1211 is no longer a valid China signature VOC.Moreover, the different relationships between CO from EA
subregions and different China signature VOCs might be a potential signal of the inhomogeneity in VOC
emissions over EA. Finally, we found consistent results from CAM‐chem tagged tracers and dCO/dCO2 ana-
lysis, which shows that a higher‐than‐usual contribution of Korean CO emissions corresponds to a lower‐
than‐usual dCO/dCO2, with the opposite relationship for China. In summary, the source contribution results
from CAM‐chem tagged CO tracers are reasonably consistent with those from the other four methods.
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We note that the CAM‐chem CO tagged tracers as well as the other four approaches have advantages and
limitations. The tagging method is particularly appropriate for tracers associated with complicated atmo-
spheric processes (e.g., chemistry and deposition), which explicitly accounts for nonlinearity in the sensitiv-
ity to changes in emissions. Besides, CAM‐chem has a global coverage and represents CO from global
emissions, chemistry, and other sources such as biogenic production, but its spatial resolution is not high
enough to resolve some local features. On the contrary, FLEXPART‐WRF back trajectories and WRF‐
Tracer used in this study have higher resolutions but cover a much smaller domain and do not include chem-
istry. VOCs can be reliable pollution tracers, but using VOCs to analyze sources of air is strongly dependent
on a priori knowledge. For example, H‐1211 was often used as a China signature VOC previously, but during
KORUS‐AQ it has been found to be no longer a useful indicator for Chinese plumes. The dCO/dCO2 regres-
sion ratio may contain valuable information on combustion efﬁciency, but a careful analysis along with
other supporting data sets and tools (such as radiocarbon and tagged fossil fuel CO2 tracers) is necessary
for a more rigorous interpretation, since this approach can be affected by other confounding factors such
as air mass aging and chemical reactions. More quantitative and comprehensive evaluations and compari-
sons of different source contribution methods are needed in future work. We also note that this study is
conducted for the time period of the KORUS‐AQ experiment (May–June 2016) and does not necessarily
represent the source contributions throughout the year.
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